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PREZ SEYZ 

 

For those who  missed it 

we had a good August 

meeting and a great 

demo by Richard Ryan.  I 

now know how to rout 

bows into my work. I 

think all these demos 

have little knowledge 

pearls that seem to slith-

er in.  For me it was is us-

ing a live tailstock chuck 

which I had never heard 

of but said “WOW” I can 

use one of those in my own bowls or plates.  Thus the demo 

made me $40 poorer and Amazon $40 richer.   

Thanks to Dennis Ciesielski for representing the club at the 

Menominee Paint The Town event 

Hopefully our attendance will start to pick up come fall.  At 

our September meeting Paul Meske will show us how to 

make beautiful bowls out of rotten wood 

We will hold off on  Coffee and chips until October because 

of little interest in the summer and covid.  Until then 

TURN TURN TURN   

John Layde 
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3 Editor Musings - Antlers 

Has anyone worked with antlers? 

If you have, you know one thing 

for sure. Rare is a piece that is ab-

solutely straight. Antlers just were-

n’t created with a straight line in 

mind. Usually though, the bottom 

or largest part will have some 

straightness. As you go upward the 

antler gets curvy and flat. Not an 

ideal structure to drill a hole into. 

Generally, if one can cut a piece 

somewhat straight (I use that word straight narrowly) a hole can 

be drilled. Even a slightly crooked piece can be drill if lined up 

properly in a drill press jig. But what if after long minutes of lin-

ing up the antler you get a blowout from the drilling. The blowout 

is usually in the middle of the piece where the piece curves. In an-

other situation, the antler may have to be redrilled because the 

tube wouldn’t go through. In this case if not realigned properly, 

the lower end of the antler will have a wider hole than the tube. 

Nothing to do but throw it away unless you have a pen kit that re-

quires a smaller piece. 

However, there is an alternative. I had to redrill an antler and 

created a lower end crater of sorts. The antler was longer that the 

tube so I figured I could turn the extra half hole off. Well, it didn’t 

work and I had a wide gap between the tube and the antler. I de-

cided to try to put in some inlay.  Not an original idea for sure, 

but I try to think of alternate possibilities. It would be easier to 

just throw it away, but for some reason I decided to try it. 

I had some turquois inlay that I had used on a bowl and had plen-

ty left. Now my technique was sloppy, but after all, this was an  



experiment. On a piece of plastic, I poured out some inlay and 

mixed in some Ca glue at no particular ratio. What I needed was a 

pipette to pour in the inlay but lacking that I cut a popsicle stick 

with a part having a pointed end and I poked the inlay in with the 

pointed popsicle stick and let it dry overnight. 

I turned it round and as I got the blank thinner an area on the 

blank began showing the color of the tube. Oddly enough the end 

of the blank where the inlay that filled the hole was intact. It was 

further up (or down depending on how you look at it) that the 

tube was exposed where the antler is the weakest. Antlers have 2 

different areas – a hard outer part and a softer inner part and this 

softer part was coming off the tube. 

Not to be defeated, I filled the hole with more inlay, let dry over-

night and re-turned the blank. All in all, I filled newly developed 

holes 4 more times before finally finishing the blank with no 

holes.  The blank finished well and the inlay shined up very well. 

It’s no work of art but the experiment was successful. One reason 

why I persisted was that this antler pen was the fourth of the Big 

Wig pen group that will be featured in the September issue of the 

newsletter. 

Tom Leonard 
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5 CVWG Represented in Menomonie 

 

On July 24th Dunn County CVWG members represented 

our Guild at the Menomonie “Lets Paint the Town” down-

town event which gave us the opportunity to showcase 

wood turnings and the beauty that is displayed in wood 

that is turned. It gave us the opportunity to talk to the 

public about our craft, share the techniques of woodturn-

ing and the variety of woods and other material that we 

turn and to invite some to check out our Guild as a way to 

be introduced to woodturning. 

Members present at this event included Jerome Lilly and 

Joe Felling, seen in the picture, and Merlyn Jones and 

Dennis Ciesielski. 

Dennis Ciesielski. 
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Ten Dunn County Woodturners have a display of 

their turnings at the Menomonie Public Library dur-

ing August. The turners are Dennis Ciesielski, Jeff 

Fagen, Joe Felling, Merlyn Jones, Jerome Lilly, Dick 

Purvis, Bruce Trimble, Adrian York, Liz York, and 

Joe York. This is a way to share the craft of 

woodturning and to let the public know about the 

CVWG. Perhaps other members will seek a similar 

outreach activity in their community. 

Dunn County Woodturners at              

Menomonie Public Library 



August Demonstration 

Bow Ties 

Richard Ryan 

Richard Ryan was our demon-

strator for our meeting on 

Wednesday August 4th. He 

started talking about measuring 

the thickness at the bottom of 

the bowl, explaining the difficul-

ties encountered depending on 

the profile. The outer rim of the 

four jaw chuck is the zero mark. 

Zero the live center of the four 

jaw chuck (or some other obvi-

ous reference, like 1 inch... some 

tail stocks will eject the live cen-

ter before 0 inches). Now meas-

ure the distance from the face 

plate to the face of the tail stock. 

Write down this number for future reference, for instance it might 

be 5-1/2". With a bowl mounted, bring the live center to touch the 

bottom of the bowl, the thickness of the bottom is the original 

measurement minus the measurement now. If the measurement 

with a bowl was 4-3/4", then the thickness would be 5-1/2" - 4-

3/4" or 3/4". Richard recommends making frequent measure-

ments once you reach 1/2" until you get to your final depth. 

He also demonstrated using the divot from a live center to re-

mount a bowl in progress as centered as possible when turning 

the foot of the bowl. He demonstrated using a jam chuck for this. 

One other trick he had up his sleeve was an adapter that allowed  
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the original tenon to be used on the tail stock. By mounting the 4 

jaw chuck with the bowl attached the exact center could be trans-

ferred to the mounting mechanism, such as vacuum chuck, on the 

head stock. 

An example is this one at Amazon. 

In addition he demonstrated how to use a pair of dividers to size 

the foot diameter. Measure the bottom of the inside of the bowl, 

then transfer this to the outside to make the size comparable. 

The bulk of his demonstration was on the use of bow tie (or but-

terflies, or dutchmen) inlays to strengthen cracks in bowls. This is 

often used in modern furniture. There are a few items needed to 

make these, the templates and wooden inlays are available from 

Big Island Engraving.  

· Reusable acrylic templates which are currently $18.95 each. 

· Wooden inlays from $11.95 to $29.95 depending on size and 

wood variety 

From MCLS woodworking the following items are required (or 

substitute from other vendors) 

· Solid brass router inlay set (9177) at $21.95 and down cut 

spiral bit (1/8")  

From any store 

· Laminate trimmer or mini-router 

• Utility knife 

· Hot glue gun 

· Glue such as Titebond 
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https://www.amazon.com/PSI-Woodworking-Products-LTCA18-Tailstock/dp/B004CVJC1Q/ref=pd_lpo_1?pd_rd_i=B004CVJC1Q&psc=1


Four small dabs of hot glue are placed on the template, and the 

template is quickly placed across the crack to be reinforced with a 

bow tie. If preserving the finish is important masking tape can be 

placed first. While you can use the down cut spiral bit for the en-

tire operation, Richard uses a 1/4" forstner bit to remove the bulk 

of the material and preserve the bit. Mount the sleeve and bit (but 

remove the bushing) in the router. When using the router don't go 

to the full depth immediately. Do it in stages (say 1/16" at a time) 

to 3/16" or slightly less. Obviously a router can't make crisp cuts 

where the sharp angles of the bow tie. Remove the template. 

There are rounded corner templates available from the same ven-

dor, but trimming the angles with the utility knife is easy. Now 

Richard applied some glue to the recess and inserted the butterfly. 

He seats the butterfly with a soft faced hammer. When the glue is 

dry sand the butterfly until it's flush with the bowl or platter. 

Submitted by John Deryckere 
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Richard demonstrating how he sands his 

bowls. 
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Richard demonstration use of a foot stock 

mounted chuck.  

Richard showing a circle template 

to mark blanks. 
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Placing the bow tie template with 

hot glue. 

Routing out following the template. 
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After routing. 

Placement of the bow tie. 
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Paul Meske 

Paul Meske made a 

batch of wands com-

menting that mak-

ing one started him 

to make more. 
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John Layde 

John showed his latest basket weave 

which he called “Purple Rain.” 
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Merlyn Jones 

Merlyn presented a “Gentleman’s 

Walking Stick.” It is made of Walnut 

and Maple. It is 2 pieces screwed to-

gether in a metal ring to provide 

strength. 
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Bob Wilcox 

.  The three bowls 
Bob presented were 
gifts from my wife's 

cousin.  She had 
seen him recently 
at a family gather-
ing and he offered 
to send Bob some 

rough turned 
bowls.  He finish 
turning them and 
asked the group 

what type of wood 
each was. 



 17 Joe Nycz 

Joe  shows a finished platter from a crotch. 

This stems from Joe’s April demonstration 

turning a heart  / crotch bowl.   
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Joe Nycz 

Joe created a jig to hold objects 

for grinding. Joe made it so the 

grinder can also grind curved 

objects. 
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Joe Nyce used his CNC machine to 

scribe out a CVWG information 

plaque on wood. 

President’s Challenge 

For October my challenge is to turn something 

different. I’m looking for originality not bowls 

pens or the usual stuff.  Obviously I am looking 

for ideas. Any of  you got ideas?????????????? 
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Been a little slow 
with summer and 
all but did turn a 

couple wine bottle 
candle holders, al-
so have a chunk of 

osage orange 
chucked up in the 
one-way trying to 
become a bowl of 

some sort. 

Duane Walker 



Pen Wood of the Month 

Common Name(s):Afzelia xylay, afzelia, xylay lace 

Scientific Name: Afzelia xylocarpa (and A. rhomboidea) 

Distribution: Southeast Asia 

Tree Size: 100-130 ft (30-40 m) tall, 2-4 ft (.6-1.2 m) trunk diameter 

Janka Hardness: 1,980 lbf (8,820 N) 

Color/Appearance: Heartwood is a reddish brown. Well defined sap-

wood is a pale yellowish white. Color tends to darken with age. Pieces 

containing pommele or blistered figure are sometimes exported and sold 

under the name Afzelia xylay, which is a shortened version of the botan-

ical name of a particular Asian species, Afzelia xylocarpa. Burls are also 

commonly offered for sale, and usually have an abundance of small tight 

knots. In some markets, burls represent the majority of afzelia wood for 

sale. 

Grain/Texture: Grain is interlocked with a uniform medium to coarse 

texture; naturally lustrous. 

Rot Resistance: Rated as very durable. Moderately resistant to termites 

and marine borers, and variously resistant/susceptible to other insect at-

tacks. 

Workability: Generally considered somewhat difficult to work on ac-

count of its interlocked grain, causing tearout during machining opera-

tions. The wood also has a pronounced dulling effect on cutters. 
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Odor: No characteristic odor. 

Allergies/Toxicity: Although all of the reports describe African species 

of Afzelia, it is strongly presumed that Asian species would also produce 

similar reactions, which include skin, eye, and respiratory irritation, as 

well as sneezing. See the articles Wood Allergies and Toxicity and Wood 

Dust Safety for more information. 

Pricing/Availability: Most commercial species of Afzelia originate 

from Africa, but sometimes figured pieces of Asian species 

of Afzelia are also sold. Prices are high for an imported hardwood, and 

are generally based on the level of figuring present in the wood. 

Sustainability: This wood species is not listed in the CITES Appen-

dices, but a number of Asian species in the Afzelia genus are on the 

IUCN Red List. The most notable species, Afzelia xylocarpa, is listed as 

endangered due to a population reduction of over 50% in the past three 

generations, caused by a decline in its natural range, and exploitation. 

(Another Asian species, A. rhomboidea, is also red-listed by the IUCN 

as vulnerable.) 

Common Uses: Furniture, cabinetry, veneer, flooring, docks, boatbuild-

ing, exterior millwork and construction, turned objects, inlays, and other 

small specialty wood items. 

Comments: As a commercial timber, afzelia is more frequently export-

ed from Africa,  where it’s commonly called doussie (this alternate name 

almost exclusively refers to African species, while the name afzelia 

serves as both common and scientific names, and is more inclusive). 

Some highly figured pieces of afzelia from Asia are also seen on the in-

ternational market, usually bearing the name afzelia xylay or xylay 

lace.  Most afzelia burls are also of Asian origin. Although very closely 

related to the African species, Asian Afzelia are geographically (and with 

regard to the figured pieces, visually) distinct. 

Source: Wood Database: Afzelia xylay | The Wood Database - Lum-

ber Identification (Hardwood) (wood-database.com)  
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Pen Kit of the Month 

Slim Style Hybrid Twist from Woodcraft. Woodcraft describes 

this as “utilizing the same great classic straight barrel design as 

our popular 7mm Slim Style kits but with a twist. We have added 

a knurled center band, a brushed or smooth cap body, a stylish 

spring-loaded clip, and oh you might notice it is now a single bar-

rel design that makes it easier to turn. “ This is simply a SlimLine 

with a metal upper blank rather than a wood or acrylic blank.  

Comes in 12 colors or color combinations: I got Gunmetal; Gold; 

Chrome; and Gunmetal/Chrome. Prices range from $6.99 to 

$9.99. Bushings were $6.99 and drill bit was a 7mm (which I had 

plenty of already). 
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Below are all four of the Hybrids. Top one is 

Afzelia; next is an antler; next is an acrylic called 

Pink Grapefruit; and last is an acrylic called 

Confetti.   
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Afzelia tree and flowers 
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Afzelia logs and burl 
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Afzelia bowl and knife      

handle  
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Afzelia earrings and seed pod 

with seeds 



Uses For Afzelia Trees 

Afzelia africana is considered to be one ot the most im-

portant woody fodder plant in many parts of Africa. Its 

foliage is reported to be good for cattle particularly dur-

ing the dry season and the beginning of the rainy sea-

son when grass has not grown yet and other forages are 

rare (Gérard et al., 2011; Ikhimioya et al., 2007). 

Afzelia africana leaves, fruits and seeds are browsed by 

wildlife animals, and many parts of the tree are edible. 

The leaves can be cooked and used as vegetables while 

young leaves are mixed with ground cereals before 

cooking. The flowers are used as condiment in sauces 

and the seed aril is reported to be sweet.  

The seed is rich in protein and oil. It is possible to make 

flour out the seed and to use it in mixture with wheat 

flour in order to increase protein value (Gérard et al., 

2011; Ejikeme et al., 2010). Due to the presence of a 

water-soluble gum (xyloglucan), the seed is used as a 

thickening agent for soup in South-Eastern parts of Ni-

geria though it is reported to have some toxicity 

(Igwenyi et al., 2010). 

The oil has long shelf-life, contains valuable PUFA 

(polyunsaturated fatty acids) and can be used for cook-

ing (Gérard et al., 2011; Ejikeme et al., 2010). The oil 

of Afzelia africana is reported to be a semi-drying oil 

that can have industrial applications in surface coatings 

of alkyd resins (Gérard et al., 2011; Ejikeme et al., 

2010). The coproduct of oil extraction is a seed cake 

that can be fed to livestock. 
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Afzelia africana is mainly used for its heavy wood, which 

is light brown to red brown in colour, durable, termite-

proof, and of high quality (dimensional stability and du-

rability). It does not require treatment prior to usage in 

permanent humid conditions or in places where insects 

are abundant. It can compare to high grade timbers like 

teak or merbau and is used for carpentry, canoes, house 

building, panelling, parquet floors, doors, frames stairs 

and many types of furniture and kitchen utensils. Afzelia 

Africana wood makes good firewood and charcoal. It is 

used as an ornamental and for rituals, and considered a 

fetish tree in many regions (Gérard et al., 2011). 

This species has been considered vulnerable due to the 

pressure put by wood exploitation (IUCN, 1998). 

Source: Afzelia (Afzelia africana) | Feedipedia 
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Next Demonstration 

Paul Meske 

Making Bowls with Less Than Perfect 

Wood 
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Meetings are first Wednesday of the month at 7 pm. Open 

house—Coffee and Chips - is the second Saturday of the 

month from 8 am to 12 pm 

Meeting Dates and Demonstrations 

September 1—Paul Meske—Making Bowls with less 

      than perfect wood 

October 6—To Be Determined 

November 3—To Be Determined 

December 1—To Be Determined 

January  5—To Be Determined 

February 2—To Be Determined 

Open House-Coffee and Chips Dates 

Coffee and Chips cancelled until October. 

Meetings and Coffee and Chips are held in the Eau Claire Insu-

lation building at 1125 Starr Ave on the northeast side of Eau 

Claire, Wi. 
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Board of Directors for 2020 -2021 

 
 

President  John Layde 
     
 
Vice President Bob Eberhardt 
            
  
Treasurer/  Randy Patzke 
Membership   

 
Secretary  John DeRyckere 
 

 
Program Director Mark Palma 
     
 
At Large Director Joe Nycz 
     
 

Non Board Positions 
 
 
Newsletter Editor Tom Leonard 
     
 
Web Master  Jerry Engedal  
 
  

Members and interested persons may con-
tact the Chippewa Valley Woodturners Guild 
by email at: woodturnercvwg@gmail.com 

Photos of Show and Tell / Gallery items              

provided by : Mary Weider 
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